Memorandum

TO: SAC, DALLAS (100-10461)
FROM: SA JAMES P. HOSTY, JR.
SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD
IS - R - CUBA

DATE: 11/29/63

This is to advise that when this agent interviewed LEE HARVEY OSWALD with SA JAMES W. BOOKHOUT from 3:15 p.m. until 4:05 p.m., on 11/22/63, this agent identified himself to OSWALD, and OSWALD made the statement "So you are HOSTY. I've heard about you." All during this interview OSWALD was extremely hostile toward the FBI and uncomplimentary toward the Director and all FBI agents. At one point in the conversation OSWALD stated "I'm gonna fix you, FBI."
Memorandum

Date: 11/29/63

To: SAC, DALLAS (100-10461)

From: JAMES W. BOOKHOUT

Subject: LEE HARVEY OSSWALD IS - R - CUBA

On 11/22/63, the writer was present with SA JAMES P. HOSTY, JR., during the interview of LEE HARVEY OSSWALD at the Homicide and Robbery Bureau, Dallas PD. From conversation between OSSWALD and HOSTY, it was apparent that OSSWALD's attitude toward HOSTY was hostile. OSSWALD complained that HOSTY had interviewed his wife and stated if HOSTY desired information about him, he should have interviewed him. From the above and various other remarks, it was apparent to the writer that OSSWALD had never previously been interviewed in person by SA HOSTY. OSSWALD stated to SA HOSTY when he first met him, "So you are HOSTY."